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Two forms of retinal disparity

HANS WALLACH and JOSHUA BACON
Swarthmore College, Swarthmore. Pennsylvania 1908/

The retinal disparities in stereograms where the vertical alignment of pairs of homologous points
in one eye differs from that in the other eye were found to be more effective than disparities that
do not involve that kind of binocular difference. The presence of such "transverse disparities" was
found to shorten the time elapsed until perceived depth was reported in four instances. in two
simple stereogram pairs and in two different pairs of random dot pattern stereograms. In .an
experiment where binocular parallax was in conflict with an effect of past experience. the presente
of transverse disparities caused binocular parallax to prevail. The presumption that the amount
of perceived depth depends only on the amount of disparity (provided distances from the eyes
are unchanged) and not on the configuration in which it manifests itself was found not to hold
in stereograms containing transverse disparities.

I;illure \. -Superpositions of left-eye and rillht·eye views IIf
tWII pairs IIf points in a rrllntal plane seen through the spec
tacles used by Wallach and Barton. Rillht-eye imlllles lire
represented by dots. and left-eye imalles. by small circles. The
imalles or a fixated point are represented to have the same
location. In Disparity I, the disparate point represented lies
vertically above the fixated point. In Disparity II. it lies on the
same horizontal to the rilht or it.

to the middle part. and (II) distances between evenly
spaced horizontally aligned points appear smaller
seen through the base part of the prism and larger
where the line of sight passes near the apex. When the
prisms are in opposite orientations, as they were in
these spectacles. the two distortions produce two
stereoscopic effects that cause a patterned frontal
plane to have a concave curvature. The vertical com
ponent of this curvature results from disparities
caused by the shearing distortion (I), and the hori
zontal component results from disparities caused by
the distorted spacing in the horizontal dimension (11).
While the curvature in the vertical dimension is
almost immediately seen by all subjects who have
stereoscopic vision, the curvature in the horizontal
dimension is seldom reported. This is peculiar,
because the disparities produced by Distortion II are
at least as large as those caused by Distortion I. The
two kinds of disparities are illustrated in Figure I.
When the subject fixates, e.g .• a point in the center
of the field, a second point vertically above it is dis-

In 1962, Wallach and Lindauer questioned the
accepted concept of retinal disparity. They wrote:
"Retinal disparity is usually assumed to be effective
through the stimulation of corresponding and non
corresponding points on the retinae. We propose to
hold the difference in the monocular patterns them
selves responsible for stereoscopic depth rather than
the differences in the location on the retinae of the
individual elements that make up the patterns. We
assume. in other words. that retinal disparity has its
effect because of differences in the configuration of
the two monocular patterns and not because indi
vidual points or lines of these differ in their location
on the retinae of the two eyes." They presented
"four different experiments which demonstrated
characteristics of stereoscopic depth perception not
compatible with the classical view but which follow
naturally from the configurational interpretation."

In subsequent years, the senior author tried to
apply the configurational interpretation to the ran
dom dot pattern stereograms that Julesz investigated
(Julesz, 1960), but his experiments did not succeed.'
Eventually, he felt that his interpretation of the
experiments with Lindauer had not been correct.
Recently. casual observations in connection with the
experiments by Wallach and Barton (1975) re
awakened his interest. Wallach and Barton studied
adaptation to spectacles that produced two stereo
scopic effects. These glasses consisted essentially of
a 10 diopter wedge prism in front of each eye.
with the prism bases vertical and toward the temples.
A wedge prism causes two shape distortions:
(l) vertical lines are slightly curved, the result of a
double shearing where the upper and lower part of
the field are displaced toward the prism apex relative
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Figure 2. Two pairs of stereoKrams. one showing transverse

disparity m. the other (II) showinK superpositional disparity only.

placed in both eyes toward the prism apex, that is, to
the right for the left eye and to the left for the right
eye, and falls on noncorresponding retinal points
(Disparity I). Another point, which is located a cer
tain distance to the right of the fixated point in the
center, is displaced by Distortion II, to rhe right for
the left eye and to the left for the right eye, and falls,
of course, on noncorresponding retinal points also
(Disparity 11). Why, then, does Disparity I have a
better stereoscopic effect? It appears that Disparity I
has an effective property that is added to the proper
ty that all disparities have in common, namely, the
location of image points on corresponding or non
corresponding retinal sites. (Since differences
between the locations of image points of two monoc
ular patterns that result from viewing a three
dimensional scene or a pair of stereograms are best
described by superimposing one of the patterns on
the other, we call the property of disparities that
derive from mere differences in the retinal location
of pattern points "superpositionaI.") In Disparity I,
the monocular images of the non fixated point, in
addition to falling on noncorresponding retinal
points, lie in different directions from the image of
the fixated point. In Disparity II, on the other hand,
the monocular images of the point that is given with
disparity lie at different distances from the fixated
point. The different effects obtained with Barton's
spectacles for Disparity I and Disparity II suggest
that differences in direction, that is, differences in
the alignment within the vertical dimension of pairs
of points, have an added effectiveness. We shall refer
to this property, which is present in some, but not all,
disparate patterns, as "transverse." For brevity's
sake, we shall, then, speak of superpositional dis
parities and of transverse disparities, with all dis
parities being superpositional, while some disparities
have the added feature of being transverse also. The
experiments to be reported are meant to furnish the
justification for this distinction.

Figure 2 presents two pairs of stereograrns, one of
which shows transverse disparity (I) and the other of
which (II) contains superpositional disparity only. In
Stereogram I, the upper row of circles is displaced
1.27 mm to the left in the right-eye chart. This pro
duces a disparity in which the alignment of the upper
and lower rows of circles is different in the two eyes,
amounting to transverse disparity. In Stereogram 11,
the right vertical row of circles is displaced 1.27 mm
to the right in the left-eye chart; differences in align
ment within the vertical dimension are absent and
disparities are merely superpositionaI.

EXPERIMENT I

Our first experiment shows that perceived depth
that results from viewing pairs of stereograms devel
ops more rapidly where transverse disparity is present.

Method
The stereograms of Figure 2 were used. They were presented on

a mirror stereoscope at distances of 40 em from the eyes. A micro
switch was located so that its long contact arm was above the view
ing mirrors. When the subject moved his head into the viewing
position. his forehead pushed against the contact arm and caused
a 28-V dc circuit to be closed. which operated a timer as well as a
relay. The latter operated the circuit for a 6O-W light bulb that
illuminated the stereograms, There was also a toggle switch in
the dc circuit which the subject used to stop the timer and turn the
bulb off.

Our first step was to adjust the mirror stereoscope for each
subject. For this purpose. charts. each of which showed a very
long horizontal bar in homologous positions. were presented.
In addition. there was a short vertical line above the bar in the
right-eye chart and a similar line below the bar in the left-eye
chart. These short lines were in the middle between the left and
right edges of each chart. In binocular viewing. the subject saw the
bar fused. He was asked to move one of the chart-carrying arms
back and forth until the short lines were aligned.

The second presentation served to select subjects with adequate
stereovision. The stereograrns shown in Figure 3 were used,
because they yield depth very easily. Because of the previous
adjustment of the stereoscope. these stereograms were always seen
fused. The subject was asked to describe the spatial relationship
between the inner and the outer circle. When the subject did not
report depth or seemed confused as to what to look for. he was
asked whether the two circles appeared to be in the same plane.
Two subjects who did not report depth were eliminated.

Next. the observation time that passed until the subject per
ceived depth was measured for the two pairs of vrereograrns of
Figure 2. The subject was given the toggle vwitch to hold in his
hand and moved his head into position where his forehead
touched the arm of the microswitch without activating it. The
room was then darkened. and the appropriate charts were inserted
into the stereoscope. The observation time began when the sub
ject moved his head forward. activating the switch and turning on
the light and timer. The subject had been instructed to push the
toggle switch as soon as he saw any depth change. This shut off
the timer and the light. He then described what he had seen at the
end of the observation period. No problem arose at that point.
because all subjects who pushed the switch described the correct
depth effect. If depth was not signaled after an observation time
of 60 sec had elapsed. the trial was ended and recorded as 60 sec
There were. altogether. four timed presentations. Each pair of
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,\ll'rt:ograllh wa-, pre-cm ed IWiL't:. once a", ",110\\11 in Iigure 2.
\\ 1Jic'1J cau-ed the di-placcd ro\\ 01 circle-, 10 appear nearer. and
once left-right reversed, which caused the opposite depth effect.
The two pairs of stereograms were presented alternately, with the
one given first and the order of the depth relationships randomized.

LE @
Results

Since each pair of stereograms was presented twice,
an observation time score was the average of the two
observation times obtained for a pair of stereograrns.
For the 20 subjects, undergraduate'>, the mean obser
vation time was 7.2 sec for Stereogram Pair I and
14.6 sec for Pair II, with the difference significant at
the .01 level with a two-tailed test.' The presence of
transverse disparity in Pair I shortens the average
time it takes for depth to develop 10 one half. 3

EXPERIMENT II

When the experimenter noticed that the stereo
grams of Figure 3, the concentric circle, produced
greater depth than Stereograms I and 11, although the
amount of disparity was the same in the three pairs,
he obtained confirmation of this observation from a
few subjects. This led 10 an experiment in which esti
mates for the apparent depth in these three pairs of
stereograms was obtained. The subject was permitted
to inspect a stereogram pair as long as he wished and
then had 10 represent the depth interval between the
near and the far part of the pattern by setting the
distance between the points of a caliper so that it
represented that interval. This experiment was
actually added to Experiment I. The 12 subjects who
gave these depth estimates did so after the measure
ments of the observation time needed to see depth
had been completed. Again, Stereogram Pairs I and
11 were presented twice, each one in both depth
relationships. The concentric circles were presented
only in one of the two depth relationships, chosen
at random, either before or after Stereograms I and
II, with that sequence again randomized.

Results
The mean depth estimates for Stereogram Pairs I

and II were 1.36 and 1.38 em, while that mean was
2.31 cm for the concentric circles, and this difference
was significant at better than the .001 level.

Since the same amount of disparity was present in
the three stereogram pairs, these results show that
there is no regular relationship between the amount
of disparity given and the perceived depth that
results from it. Rather, the pattern shape appears to
have an influence on the amount of perceived depth
that results from a given disparity. The difference
between the depth estimates we obtained, however,
does not result from the presence or absence of
transverse disparity. Transverse disparity was present
in Stereogram Pair I and absent in Pair II, which

RE

ril(ure 3. Stereogram pair used in Experiments I and II.

yielded identical mean depth estimates. The results
we obtained here as well as the result of Experi
ment 111 merely show that the amount of perceived
depth does not depend only on the amount of dis
parity from which it derives, but also on the pattern
shape in which the disparity occurs. Whether this
dependence on pattern shape occurs only where
transverse disparities are present or whether the
pattern properties that make for greater perceived
depth just happen to involve transverse disparities
has yet to be explored.

EXPERIMENT III

This experiment is primarily a repetition of Experi
ment II employing a new stereogram pair in place of
Patterns I and II. This new pair of charts, shown in
Figure 4, was so designed that the critical distances
and disparities in the concentric circle patterns were
repeated but the transverse disparities were avoided.
That meant replacing the circles by four straight
vertical lines of equal length that were spaced like
the points at which the circles intersected a horizon
tal line through their center. The same disparity that
was present between the inner and outer circle was
given to the inner pair of lines in relation to the outer
lines.

The procedure corresponded to that of Experi
ment II. After the mirror stereoscope had been
adjusted for the subject as described above, he was
tested for adequate stereovision, Since the concentric
circle charts were now used as one of the critical
stereogram pairs, another pair of charts was em
ployed showing a smaller and a larger diamond
shape, one inside the other. Each critical stereogram
pair was presented twice, once in each depth relation
ship. The two stereogram pairs were presented alter
nately. In other respects, the sequence of the four
depth estimates was randomized. Twelve subjects
participated.
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Figure 4. Stereogram pair used in Experiment III.

The results showed the same trend as that of
Experiment II. The concentric circle stereograms
yielded a mean depth estimate of 3.06 em, and the
mean depth estimate for the parallel-line stereogram
pair was 2.17 ern. The difference between these
means was significant at the .001 level.

We also measured the observation time necessary
for depth to develop in these two pairs of stereo
grams. Another group of 12 subjects was employed.
As was the case in the depth-estimation experiment,
each subject saw each pair of stereograms twice,
that is, in either depth relationship. The sequence
of presentation was varied in the same fashion as in
the depth estimation experiments. Individual trials
were conducted as in Experiment I, except that sub
jects were instructed to turn the toggle switch that
terminated the observation period only when the
depth between the circles or between the inner and
outer lines amounted to a certain minimal value.
That minimal depth interval was shown to the sub
ject at the start of the experiment with the help of a
caliper whose points were 6 mm apart. This was the
smallest caliper setting that had occurred in the
previous depth-estimation experiment.

The results were as follows: The mean observation
time was 4.15 sec for the concentric circles stereo
grams and 35.7 sec for the parallel-line charts. The
difference between these means was highly significant
(p < .OOt). That the mean estimation time for the
parallel-line stereogram pair was much higher than
the corresponding value for Stereogram Pair II,
even though only superpositional disparities of the
same amount were present in both, may have been
due to the requirement that perceived depth had to
reach a certain minimal value before the termination
of the observation period. It is interesting that this
requirement did not lengthen the observation period

for the concentric circles stereograms, which amount
ed to 4.15 sec as compared to 7.2 sec for Stereogram
Pair I. 4

EXPERIMENT IV

Experiment I and part of Experiment 1II showed
that the presence of transverse disparities shortens
the time needed for the development of stereoscopic
depth. We attribute this finding to the greater
effectiveness of transverse disparities in depth per
ception. We support this interpretation with two
experiments that show that stereoscopic depth cues
are more effective in overcoming conflicting informa
tion when transverse disparities are present in
addition to superpositional disparities. One of these
experiments was done by Wallach and Lindauer
(1962).5 Our current interpretation of the result of
this experiment differs, however, from the interpre
tation that Wallach and Lindauer presented.

In this experiment, a mirror arrangement, called a
telestereoscope, was used that enhances the dispar
ities with which solid objects or flat objects occupy
ing the depth dimension are given. Such an arrange
ment was used to create a discrepancy between the
memory of the true shape of objects and the dispari
ties with which they were given. Both objects were
plane wire shapes, which in the depth-perception
tests were presented turned into depth about a ver
tical axis forming an angle of 60 deg with the frontal
plane. One object produced transverse disparities,
the other did not. The former was an isosceles
triangle with a base 10 cm long and a height of
4.5 cm. The base was in vertical position and con
tinuous with the supporting shaft. Slanting into
depth, this triangle caused projections in the eyes in
which the alignment between the apex and either
base corner differed. The shape that produced super
positional disparities consisted only of two parallel
vertical wires, 3.4 ern apart, actually part of a tall
oblong seen through a wide aperture, 12.5 em high,
with horizontal upper and lower edges. One of the
vertical wires was continuous with the supporting
shaft. The mirror arrangement increased binocular
parallax by 7.6 ern and therefore enhanced perceived
stereoscopic depth. Therefore, when the two wire
shapes were turned into depth, the distance between
the parallel wires and the distance between the apex
and the base of the triangle appeared too large. Each

. of the wire shapes could be rotated so that the subject
saw it in frontal position and perceived its true shape.
The question was whether this would change its
apparent shape when it was returned to its original
position. The procedure called for an initial estimate
of the critical distance, that is, the distance either
between the parallels or the distance between apex
and base of the triangle, when they were turned into



depth. Then the subject observed one complete
revolution of the wire shape at a rate of 10 rpm. This
was immediately followed by another estimate of the
critical distance, with the wire shape put back into
its original position. The subject gave distance
estimates by adjusting the length of a thin metal rod.
Fourteen subjects viewed the triangle and made one
estimate before and one after seeing it rotate;
another group of 14 subjects went through the same
procedure with the parallels.

The initial estimate reflected the effect of the
mirror arrangement. The mean estimate for the
triangle was 6.01 ern; for the parallels, it was 5.35 cm.
The critical question, however, was whether having
seen the true form by having observed the wire shape
revolve would influence the second estimate. This
was not the case for the triangle, for which the
second mean estimate amounted to 5.91 cm. But the
estimate for the parallels did change; the second
mean estimate was 4.43 em, and the difference of
.92 ern was significant at the .001 level. When the
depth changes for the two shapes were compared, it
was found that the change for the parallels was sig
nificantly greater than that for the triangle at the
.005 level. The stereoscopic depth with which the
parallels were perceived, an arrangement involving
only superpositional disparities, yielded more readily
to the effect of a conflicting previous experience
than the depth of the triangle, an arrangement
involving transverse disparities also. The latter
seem to be more effective in overcoming conflicting
information.

EXPERIMENT V

In this experiment, it was not previous experience
that contradicted retinal disparity; rather, a sensory
condition conflicted with stereoscopic cues and was
present simultaneously with them. The experiment
was based on the conflict between the relative size
cue for depth and the binocular conditions. That
conflict had been investigated by Gogel. He present
ed, for binocular viewing, two differently sized
playing cards at the same distance from an observer.
As a result of the misleading relative size cue between
the two cards that were presented side by side some
distance apart, the larger one appeared closer to the
observer than the smaller one, although, according
to the stereoscopic cues, they should have appeared
at the same depth (Agee & Gogel, 1967.)6 Using two
differently sized transilluminated slides of the same
playing card, Gogel and Newton (1969) were able to
produce an analogous illusion when the cards were
vertically arranged.

If stereoscopic cues are less effective when trans
verse disparities are absent, conflicting relative size
cues should result in greater illusory depth under
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conditions where only superpositional disparities
operate, that is, where the cards are arranged side by
side. On the other hand, when one card is above the
other, a real difference in depth would give rise to
differences in their vertical alignment and hence to
transverse disparities. In the case of zero disparity,
which prevails in these experiments, the presence of
conditions that would otherwise lead to transverse
disparities should just the same make the stereo
scopic cues more effective in the vertical arrangement
of the cards than they are in the horizontal arrange
ment. Therefore, differently sized cards should be
expected to produce greater illusory depth when they
are horizontally arranged than when in a similar
vertical arrangement, where the tendency for illusory
depth has to overcome more effective stereoscopic
cues.

Method
To test this prediction. one pair of differently sized playing

cards was arranged horizontally and the other pair vertically. The
large cards measured 17.4 x 11.2 ern and the small cards
8.8 x 6.3 cm. They were hanging on thin black threads from a
horizontal bar 370 cm from the subject's eyes. The center points
of the cards making up the horizontal arrangement were hori
zontally aligned, and the horizontal distance between the cards
was 16.5 cm. For half the subjects, the small card was on the left,
and for the others it was on the right. In the case of the other pair,
the centers of the cards were vertically aligned. For half the sub
jects, the small card was above the large card, and for the other
subjects the location of the cards was reversed. The distance
between the lower edge of one card and the upper edge of the other
was 16.5 ern, the same as the horizontal separation in the other
pair. There were two headrests, one across from each pair. The
cards were seen against a black background in dim illumination so
that the threads on which the cards were suspended were not
visible. There was a screen in front of each headrest that prevented
the subject from seeing the cards before his head was properly
placed.

When the screen was removed, the subject was asked whether
he saw the two cards in front of him in the same plane and, if not,
to give an estimate of the difference in depth between them. He
represented the apparent depth interval between the cards by
setting the distance between the points of a caliper. Sixteen sub
jects gave depth estimates for both pairs, with the order of
presentation varied.

Results
The mean depth estimate for the vertical arrange

ment was .51 em, and for the horizontal arrangement,
1.56 ern, with this difference significant at better
than the .01 level. That the apparent depth in the
horizontal arrangement was three times as great as
in the vertical arrangement is in agreement with our
prediction. The zero disparity between a large and a
small card was more effective in counteracting the
misleading relative size cue in the vertical arrange
ment in which transverse disparities could operate.

EXPERIMENT VI

Our demonstration of the high effectiveness of



Figure 5. Schematic representation of a pair of random dot
pattern stereograms in which the location of a pair of homologous
points at a horizontal edge is marked.

Metbod
In our first experiment, a simplified pattern was used that had

a matrix of only 20 x 20 cells. Two such matrices, each measuring
20 x 20 em, were laid out on black cardboard. In the left-eye
pattern, each cell was either occupied by a hole of 6 mm diam in
its center or left blank. The assignment was made at random, with
equal chances for holes or blanks. The right-eye pattern was iden
tical except that a center square area measuring 12 x 12 cells
was displaced to the left by one vertical row and a vertical row 12
cells high was inserted into the gap. In this fashion, a stereogram
pair was produced in which the inner square consisted of 12 x 12
cells and the frame was four cells wide. This full pattern could be

transverse disparities would be incomplete if we
could not show it in connection with the random
dot pattern stereograms created by Julesz. In their
most familiar form, these stereograms consist of a
square matrix where each cell is either occupied by a
point or left empty. When such a randomly generated
pattern is made to be the left-eye chart, the right-eye
chart is obtained by shifting a square area inside the
pattern one or two vertical rows to the left and filling
the gap on the right with one or two random rows. In
binocular viewing, the square area seems to float in
front of the rest of the pattern. When the convergence
of the subject'S eyes is such that the outer edge of the
pattern falls on corresponding retinal points, the dots
and empty spaces forming the inside squares fall on
noncorresponding retinal points, giving rise to super
positional disparities. Transverse disparities occur at
the horizontal edges of the inner square. Consider a
pair of homologous points next to each other, one of
which is part of the inner square and the other part of
the frame. If they are vertically aligned in the left-eye
chart, they are obliquely aligned in the right-eye chart
(see Figure 5). It is possible to eliminate all trans
verse disparities by removing from view the upper
and lower part of the frame so that the upper and
lower edges of the inner squares border on homo
geneous areas. A random dot pattern of oblong
shape results that is as high as the inner square and
as wide as the original square matrix. As was done
in Experiment I, we measured the observation time
needed for the development of stereoscopic depth for
the two kinds of stereogram pairs, for the full pattern
in which transverse disparities were present and for
the reduced pattern where they were absent.
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changed into the reduced pattern by covering the four horizontal
rows of cells at the top of the full pattern as well as the lowest
four rows.

The pattern of holes in each cardboard was covered with white
paper. Each cardboard was mounted on a light box and illu
minated from behind with a 15-W bulb. The resulting patterns of
luminous dots were placed at the subject's eye level at a distance
of 380 em, where they subtended an angle of 3 deg. Their horizon
tal separation was 108 em, The two patterns were viewed stereo
scopically by means of four first-surface mirrors. Two of them
were in front of the subject's eyes and were tilted to form an angle
of 45 deg with the subject's median plane. The other two mirrors
were so positioned that the subject saw with his left eye the left-eye
pattern and with his right eye the other one. Three of the mirrors
were fixed in position, while the right outer mirror could be
rotated by the subject to cause the two patterns to fuse. Two
fixation marks were provided, one for the left eye and the other
for the right-eye view. Half-silvered mirrors were placed in the
light paths between each eye and the pattern it viewed. Each mirror
was tilted to form an angle of about 20 deg with the light path it
intercepted. To each side of the subject and somewhat behind
him was a small red light spot which the subject saw reflected in
the half-silvered mirror. Each spot was so positioned that each
eye saw it exactly in the center of the pattern of luminous dots
and in the plane of the pattern. Therefore, when each eye fixated
the red spot visible to it, their resulting fusion caused the two dot
patterns to fuse in such a way that the frame of the stereogram
was located on corresponding retinal points. These red fixation
spots had two functions. They were always presented before the
stereogramslit up. The subjects rotated the adjustable mirror
until the spots were fused, and having them fused caused the
stereograms to be also properly fused when they became visible.
The red spots also served as a fixation mark in half of our pre
sentations; here they remained visible while the stereograms were
observed.

There were four different exposure conditions. The ful1 pat
terns were viewed either with the red spots visible (Condition A)
or without such a fixation mark (Condition B). Similarly, the
reduced patterns were presented either with the fixation mark
(C) or without it (D). In every trial, the fixation spots were pre
sented first. Then the experimenter started the exposure by throw
ing one of two switches. Each switch caused the stereograms to
light up and the timer to start. One of the switches turned the
fixation marks off when it caused the stereograms to light up, and
the other left the marks lit. As was done in Experiment I, the
subject terminated the observation time by pushing a toggle switch
that stopped the timer and extinguished the stereograms. He was
under instruction to push the switch when he saw a square detach
itself from the rest of the pattern. After the exposure was ter
minated, the subject described the relationship between the inner
and outer square. If his description was correct, his observation
time was recorded. One subject who did not give the correct
description was eliminated from the experiment. If a subject did
not throw the toggle switch within I min after the beginning of
the exposure, the. trial was terminated and an observation time of
60 sec was recorded.

As was done in Experiment I, the subjects were selected by
showing them the concentric circle stereograms on a mirror stereo
scope. There were four groups of subjects. Each was first pre
sented with a different one of the four exposure conditions
(A, B, C, or OJ, followed by the remaining three exposure con
ditions in different orders. The orders of presentation for the
different groups are shown in Table I, as well as the number of
subjects who participated in each observation sequence.

Results
The mean observation times for the four different

exposure conditions in each of the four presentation



sequences are presented in Table I. The means
shown in the first column of the table, which show
the effects of the exposure condition unaffected by
preceding exposures, will be discussed first. The two
full pattern conditions (A and 8) show mean exposure
times of about 3 sec, indicating an almost immediate
development of stereoscopic depth. The two condi
tions (C and D)' that involved the reduced patterns
required mean observation times 5 or 10 times as
long. A one-way analysis of variance showed the
differences to be highly significant [F(3,46) = 11.79,
P < .OI]. An individual comparison indicated that
the mean observation time for the reduced pattern
without fixation of 16.27 sec was significantly
larger than the corresponding mean of 2.98 sec for
the full pattern (p < .05). These results once more
demonstrate the greater effectiveness of transverse
disparities, which were present only in Conditions
Aand 8.

We also found that fixation further lengthens
observation time for the reduced pattern. The differ
ence between the two mean observation times
obtained for the reduced pattern, the difference
between the means under C and D in Column I,
was significant (p = .01). This was contrary to
expectation. We thought that the presence of fixation
marks would favor the emergence of depth, because
fixating them would cause well-defined retinal loca
tions for the parts of the patterns to be maintained:
the dots forming the frame on corresponding retinal
points and the dots forming the inner square in dis
parate retinal locations.

We come now to the results for the subsequent
presentations. They show that once depth had been
perceived in one of the stereogram pairs, subsequent
presentation of the reduced pattern resulted in brief
observation times. There are six instances of this in
the table: Group I, Presentations 2 and 3; II, 3 and 4;
Ill, 2 and 3. An exception occurred where the
reduced pattern viewed with fixation followed
exposure of the same pattern viewed without fixation
(Group IV, Presentation 2). Here there was only a
moderate drop in the mean observation time; it was,
however, significant, as were the other instances of
diminished observation time when reduced patterns
were presented after depth had been perceived in a
preceding presentation.

EXPERIMENT VII

The dot pattern stereograms that were used in
Experiment VI were rather simple compared to the
ones usually shown in discussions of Julesz' work.
Their matrix had only 400 cells. We therefore felt it
necessary to confirm our primary finding that stereo
scopic depth develops less rapidly when transverse
disparities are eliminated, using one of Julesz' own
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Table 1
Mean Observation Times in Seconds for the Four Exposure

Conditions (A, B, C, and D) for Four Different
Groups of SUbjects

Order of N of
Presentation 2 3 4 5 Subjects

Group I A C D B 12
3.1 4.0 1.7 1.4

Group II B A D C 11
3.0 3.3 2.1 3.3

Group III C C D B A
33.8 35 2.0 1.6 1.6 12

Group IV D C B A
16.3 18.4 3.8 5.9 12

Note: A-Full pattern with fixation; B-Full pattern without
fixation; C-Masked pattern with fixation: D-Masked pattern
without fixation.

patterns. We made two sets of photographs of the
random dot pattern stereogram on page 21 in Julesz'
(1971) Foundation of Cyclopean Perception, one of
the full pattern and one reduced. In order to be able
to present both sets to the same group of subjects
without incurring the effect of past experience that
was so striking in the preceding experiment, we pre
sented the reduced pattern in its mirror-reversed
form. The depth relationship of the fun patterns was,
however, retained by presenting the patterns to the
opposite eyes.? These two pairs of stereograms were
presented on the mirror stereoscope. No fixation
marks were employed. Since the procedure of Experi
ment I was used, including the adjustment of the
mirror stereoscope for each subject, fusion of the
outer edges of the dot patterns was immediate. For
six subjects, the order of presentation was full pat
tern followed by reduced pattern, and for another
group of six, this order was reversed.

The mean of the 12 observation time scores for
the full pattern was 18.0 sec, and for the reduced
pattern, it was 45.8 sec. The difference was signifi
cant at the .001 level. The main result of Experi
ment VI was strikingly confirmed.

SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

Our experiments studied the effect on perceived
depth of two kinds of stereogram pairs or of their
objective equivalents. in one kind (Type 1), the two
monocular patterns contained pairs of homologous
points whose alignments within the vertical dimen
sion differed in the two eyes. We called this differ
ence in alignment direction transverse disparity. In
the other kind of stereogram (Type II), such trans
verse disparities were absent. We made the following
findings.

(A) Perceived depth developed more rapidly in
Type I stereograms (Experiments I, Ill, VI, and VII).

(8) Depth or absence of depth perceived on the
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basis of pairs of monocular patterns of Type I was
more resistant to the effect of conflicting informa
tion than depth based on Type II patterns [Experi
ments IV and V).

These two findings, taken together, suggest that
the presence of transverse disparities makes stereo
gram pairs or their objective equivalents more
effective.

(C) In a Type II stereogram pair, depth developed
more slowly when fixation instructions diminished
the frequency Or extent of eye movements. This
seemed to be not true of a Type I stereogram pair
(Experiment VI).

(D) In Type I stereograms, the amount of per
ceived depth that resulted from a disparity of a cer
tain amount appeared to be influenced by the
configuration of the basic pattern (Experiments 1I
and JII). This may, however, be true also of Type II
stereograms. (See Wallach & Lindauer, 1962, Experi
ment 11.)

(E) In a Type II stereogram pair, the rate at which
perceived depth developed depended strongly on pre
vious experience with a similar pattern. This
result raises many questions, but it also furnishes an
explanation of why some of our findings have
remained unknown for so long. We plan an attempt
to obtain stronger evidence that the effect of fixation
does not apply to Type I stereograms.

The main question that emerges from our experi
ments concerns the manner in which transverse
disparities operate. One answer is to adopt partially
the VIew of Wallach and Lindauer: One can make
the assumption that configurational differences in
the monocular patterns cause stereoscopic depth in
addition to superpositional disparities-not instead
of them as Wallach and Lindauer proposed-and
regard transverse disparities as an important aspect
of configurational differences. Or one can assume
that transverse disparities operate as such and look
for a neurological basis for their operation. At any
rate, our experiments argue strongly that two forms
of disparity are operating in stereoscopic depth
perception.
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NOTES

I. The valuable help that Benjamin White gave to these
experiments is gratefully acknowledged.

2. Because all our results were unexpected where accepted
views on stereopsis are concerned, all probabilities given in this
report are based on two-tailed test.

3. It may be argued that there are differences in alignment in
the vertical dimension in Stereogram II also. A line connecting
the centers of the lower right circle and the upper left circle would
have a somewhat steeper slope in the right-eye chart than in the
left-eye chart. Whether this difference amounts to a transverse
disparity or not is, at this point, a matter of definition. One
might say that alignments must be nearly vertical to contribute
to transverse disparity. Or one might, in principle, accept all
alignment differences and anribure the present result, as well as
the results of all of our experiments, to variations in the
effectiveness of alignment differences. It is easy to see that dif
ferences in oblique slope are harder to detect than slant differ
ences near the vertical, where an alignment in one eye may have a
clock wise slam while the alignment in the other eye is vertical
or slants in the other direction.

4. It is possible that a retinal disparity that exists beween
objects or edges close to each other is more effective than a
disparity that makes itself fell over a larger distance. This might
be inferred from findings by Agee and Gogel (1967) and Gogel
and Newton (1969), that absence of disparity between objects
that are close to each other has more effect on their location in
depth than when the same condition prevails between more dis tam
objects. (For an example, see Note 6.) This greater effect over a
shorter distance has been demonstrated only in situations where
stereoscopic cues were operating in the presence of illusory depth

.effects.
The stereograrns used in our experiment were so designed that

the distances between disparate lines were the same in both pairs.
This made it impossible to interpret our results in terms of
Gogel's distance effect. This also applies to Experiment I.

5. Experiment 111 in the article by Wallach and Lindauer.
6. This experiment contained an added feature which demon

strated the power of the adjacency principle. A row of three iden
tical, evenly spaced, disks was located horizontally bet ween the
two cards in the same plane with them. The disks were found to
have three different apparent locations in depth. Each one of the
two outer disks appeared to be in the same plane with the card to
which it was adjacent, while the center disk appeared to be at a
middle distance. These perceived locations of the disks can be
interpreted to mean that an absence of retinal disparity between
adjacent objects, e.g., a card and the nearest disk, has a stronger
effect on their locations than an absence of disparity between
objects more distant from each other.

7. There are two ways in which the depth produced by a pair
of stereograms can be reversed. The left-eye pattern can be given
to the right eye and the right-eye pattern to the left eye. Or one
can reverse each pattern as to left and right. When both changes
are made simultaneously, the two depth reversals cancel each
other.
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